We present an image processing algorithm that abstracts video and digital animation to produce 3D visual contents. Our algorithm prepares different projection matrices for both eyes and applies both matrices to produce the left image and right image for 3D contents. We also preserve the coherence between the both images by comparing them and modifying one image to the other image. We test our scheme for video and digital animation and produce 3D contents.
Introduction
Abstraction, one of the important techniques in non-photorealistic rendering (NPR), is used in many applications for producing attractive and impressive visual contents [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In the early days, the abstract aims a stylization of color image that produces very impressive styled images [1] . This scheme is further extended to be able to be applied to a video with temporally coherent result [2] . Currently, the status of abstraction techniques preserves the details of images while it abstracts unnecessary parts [3] [4] [5] . Some pursue the artistic quality of stylization [6] .
In the industry, the movie "Avatar" made 3D contents as a key trend in producing visual contents. Big studios in Hollywood are encouraged to put a large budget in producing new 3D movies and in converting the existing movies into 3D movies. The conversion process, however, takes a lot of time and experienced experts. For producing 3D animations using video abstraction technique, we present a video abstraction scheme that converts the video or 2D animation into 3D contents without user's intervention.
We present a video abstraction scheme for producing 3D contents. The input of our system is either stereoscopic video captured using stereoscopic camcorder or digital animation rendered using stereoscopic renderer. We apply a video abstraction algorithm to the both frames and produce 3D contents. The abstraction we apply is designed based on mean shift algorithm [7] . For an efficient abstraction, we extend the mean shift algorithm into a hierarchical structure that produces a multi-scale abstraction results. The coherence of the abstracted images is preserved by modifying one abstracted image into other. This process is illustrated in Figure 1 . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review related work on abstraction and stereoscopic non-photorealistic rendering techniques. We present our video abstraction scheme in Section 3 and explain the scheme that preserves coherence in Section 4. In Section 5, we suggest the results. We conclude this paper and draw future directions in Section 6. 
Related work

Abstraction
Image abstraction is a key technique in applying artistic effects to an image. DeCarlo et al. [1] presented a selective abstraction scheme for photographs, which controls the level of abstraction by tracking users' eye. They used mean shift operations to build their basic abstraction framework. Their scheme, however, does not preserve temporal coherence of their results, which prevents us to apply their scheme for video abstraction.
Winnenmoller et al., [2] presented DoG (difference of Gaussian) filter and median filter to abstract video in realtime. The color from median filter is quantized to finalize the abstraction. They also present an interesting user test on perception that the abstracted images are better remembered to users than the original photographs.
Kang et al., [3] developed a flow-based abstraction scheme that utilizes the edge tangent flow (ETF) computation and the line integral convolution (LIC). The image is abstracted by integrating the colors sampled along a smooth flow computed at each pixel. They [4] also present a very coherent line drawing algorithm using the ETF and LIC.
Kyprianidis and Kang [5] presented a coherence-enhancing stylization scheme for color images and videos. They achieved their coherence by adding the line integral algorithm with directional shock filter.
Gerstner et al., [6] presented an interesting abstraction scheme for color images whose results become similar to low-resolution pixels. They mapped the features of high resolution image into low resolution space and reduced color palette to construct the target image.
Stereoscopic NPR
Gelautz et al., proposed a scheme that automatically applies artistic effects on stereoscopic images and video [8] . They used depth maps of both images to preserve stereoscopic coherence and to control the artistic effects of the regions with different depths. Stavrakis and Gelautz developed a stereoscopic painter's algorithm [9] , which renders stereoscopic images using a depth map-based painters' algorithm.
Markovic et al., developed an automatic scheme that expresses sketch effects from a stereoscopic scene [10] . They extract edge combined image by estimating and comparing the depth maps of both images and execute a parametric curve fitting algorithm to the pixels on the extracted edges.
Stavrakis et al., executed a series of works on stereoscopic NPR in 2005 [11] [12] [13] . They proposed a stereoscopic stylization scheme that propagates the artistic effects expressed on one image to the other image incrementally [11] . This scheme is improved by applying a multi-scale control scheme to the stylization effects [12] . Furthermore, they extended the stereoscopic stylization scheme to stereoscopic painting scheme [13] .
Markovic and Gelautz presented a cartoon drawing scheme on stereoscopic video [14] . They compute the depth maps from both images of each frame, and use them to extract stroke directions on the images. The result of their scheme preserves the perspectiveness of the original images. Starvrakis et al., presented an interactive system in stereoscopic NPR [15] . Using this system, users can express their desired effects such as drawing, stylization, and painting on stereoscopic images.
Video Abstraction
We apply a selective abstraction algorithm designed based on a mean-shift algorithm [7] to abstract the individual frames of video. The mean-shift algorithm simplifies an image by quantizing colors of pixels by finding the mean color of a region surrounding the pixels. We consider h s to determine the region of a pixel and h r to the range of colors.
The selective abstraction is achieved by abstracting the target image in various resolutions. From the finest resolution, we reduce the resolution by 1/sqrt(2). This strategy constructs the hierarchy of the resolutions as illustrated in Figure 2 . This hierarchy leads us to build an abstraction pyramid where the abstraction of the highest resolution exists at the bottom of the pyramid (See Figure 3) . The overlap of the regions as illustrated in Figure 2 is sought by finding the overlap of the area. We estimate the overlapped region using the following formula:
In the above formula, A denotes the area belonging to the lower level of the tree and B i denotes the area lying in the higher level of A's level. We aim is to find i that maximizes overlap (A, B i ) for all B i 's. The result of stereoscopic abstraction is illustrated in Figure 4 . 
Preserving Coherence
We design an algorithm to preserve the coherence of the abstracted images. In the existing works, the coherence between the left image and the right image is preserved in two steps: (i) applying the artistic style in one image and (ii) applying the style to the corresponding point of the other image. These schemes have a problem in applying the images with occlusion or disocclusions where the objects in both image do not match. Our scheme compares the abstracted images and reduces the difference by deforming one image into other. We fix the right abstracted image and deform the left image, if user's right eye plays the role of major visual perception.
The abstracted left image is denoted as I L and the right image is as I R . The P L and P R denote the projection matrix for the left camera and right camera, respectively. Then, we
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a video abstraction scheme for producing 3D contents. Our algorithm abstracts the left frame and right frame of a video clip and preserves the temporal coherence of the abstracted frames.
We will extend our scheme to other NPR effects such as contouring and artistic media simulation and produce 3D contents.
